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Address Soncna energija d.o.o. 
Kidriceva ulica 25 
3000 Celje

Country Slovenia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The company SONCNA ENERGIJA d.o.o was established in 2006 in technological park TEHNOPOLIS in Celje. Two of the products are based on our
DUAL AXIS TRACKING system, which can be used for PV moduls and also for parabolic mirror. The products are low cost, made completly from non-
rustic materials. Even that the products are low cost, the rigidity and the quality are very high. It is made for high wind area, up to 100 km/h. Our
PARABOLIC MIRROR installed on tracking system can supply hot water or hot oil up to 250 degrees of Celsius. Sanitar water, house heating, chiller
cooling and also Organic Rankine Cycles (ORC) for electricity production, can be runned from this high concentrated sun energy. Because of the
mirror accuracy 99,5 % and reflectivity 95 % the efficiency is very high. Company can also offer different mirror dimensions for other solar electric
generation systems (SEGS). Dual axis tracking producers can buy from us water resistant, long life LINEAR ACTUATOR made completly from
STAINLESS STEEL and eloxired Aluminium, with force up to 2000 Kp. For PV modul producers, we can offer inovative products. That is semi-
automatic equipment for flat wire cutting and soldering on PV cells. The product increases soldering production from 2 to 3 times.
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